


Introduction 
This is the Rules Pack for our Raccoon Rumble tournament on 16th-18th 
September. 
It serves as a document to refer to for rules and organizing purposes. 
The organiser of the event is Miniparadice in cooperation with Games Island. 
The tournament organiser team (consisting of members of both parties) will be 
referred to as “TO-Team” in this document.  
Please read it carefully and make sure you understand everything that is written 
down here.  
If there are any questions, feel free to contact us via email to 
orga@raccoonrumble.com.


Event Details 
6 rounds of matches will be played in the tournament with 2000 point strong 
armies. The GHB 2022/23 Season 1 Battlepack will be in use for this event. 


Venue 
Check out all the details about the venue via the following link: 
https://raccoonrumble.de/index.php/venue/


Battleplans 
Round 1 - Prize Of Gallet 
Round 2 - Silksteel Nests 
Round 3 - Realmstone Cache 
Round 4 - The Nidus Paths 
Round 5 - Head-On Collision 
Round 6 - Close To The Chest


Schedule 
Check out the schedule on our website via the following link: 
https://raccoonrumble.de/index.php/schedule/  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Awards & Prices 
• Best Sportsmanship


• Bounty Hunter (first player, who wins against the player who the bounty is on - 
check our list reveal show for further information)


• Greedy Grunt (player who wins the first game in the first round the fastest)


• Wooden Spoon (player who finishes last place)


• Saturday Night King (player who is first place in the ladder after day 2)


• Best Death


• Best Destruction


• Best Chaos


• Best Order


Best Painted 
There will be a voting for the TOP3 Best Painted Armies. Display boards or similar 
things to present your armies are allowed.


10 armies will be chosen by the TO-Team and will be on display on Sunday. All 
players will be able to vote for their TOP3.


Best Sportsmanship 
There will be a voting by the players for the player with the Best Sportsmanship at 
the event after the last game.


Contact 
If you want to contact the TO-Team, feel free to do so via email 
orga@raccoonrumble.com.
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Rules 

Battlepack And Legal Publications 
The GHB2022/23 Season 1 Battlepack of Gallet will be in play for the event. 
Battletomes without an official FAQ by the time of the list submission are not 
allowed for the event.


Please be aware that we have a few house rules that are in place at the event and 
we answered a few questions regarding rules that might not be clear. Please check 
the "House Rules & FAQ" section.


Deadlines, List Submission and Penalties 
August, 27th - Deadline for submitting models 
September, 3rd - List submission 
September, 11th - List reveal show 
September, 16th-18th - Event


Lists are to be submitted in plain text, copied from Warscroll Builder Website 
(https://www.warhammer-community.com/warscroll-builder/) 
Click on  the “?” on the top left, after that press “Copy” and paste it into your 
email. 
Not via the AoS App! There are no PDFs or Screenshots allowed! 
If a list is incorrectly submitted, you will be asked to resubmit again in the right 
format.  
If the right format is not submitted in time, you will receive a penalty. 


The penalty for not submitting your list in time will be 15 points in the 20’s Matrix-
System.


Please send your lists to orga@raccoonrumble.com
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Miniatures (Assembly, Painting & Proxies) 
All models must be assembled and fixed to a correctly sized base. All models 
must be painted. This also includes models for faction terrain, summoning etc.


Painted has the following definition:  
“A painted miniature is one that has had a suitable selection of colours applied to 
it, in order to make the miniature more aesthetically pleasing than it’s unpainted. 
The base is considered to be a part of the miniature.”


Unpainted models will be removed from play by the TO-Team.


Proxies (models that are not the original model from Games Workshop) are only 
allowed if they are approved by the TO-Team three weeks ahead of the event. To 
get approval for a model that is not the original one from GW, please write an email 
to orga@raccoonrumble.com and put the tag “MODEL APPROVAL” in the subject.


Please include a picture of the model and state, which model it stands in for.


The deadline for submissions in this matter is August, 26th.


Proxies that are not approved by the TO-Team in time will be removed from play.


Terrain & Terrain Features 
All terrain will be placed by the TO-Team and is not to be moved by the players. 
After each round the terrain will be replaced on the tables, so please do not leave 
anything on the battlefield after you have finished your game.


All our terrain is impassable, which means no models can stand on a terrain 
piece. If you have enough movement to go over a terrain piece and finish your 
move outside of it, you can do it. 


There will be terrain marked as garrisons, which follow the core rules for garrisons. 
These garrisons must not be completely in a player’s deployment zone and there 
must be no part of the garrison within 6’’ of an objective marker. If that is not the 
case, please alert the TO-Team.


There will be terrain features at some of the terrain pieces (not all pieces must have 
them), these terrain features are not to be moved by the players and are in effect 
following the core rules with the exception of Sinister and Inspiring terrain (please 
check our House Rules). 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Pairing & Scoring System 
The first round will be created via draw, all following rounds will be Swiss format.


For scoring we will be using the Differential System, but the primary scoring will 
still be W/D/L.


1. Primary - Result of your game (Win, Draw, Lose)


2. Secondary - Victory Points Differential 
(20s Matrix - check below for reference)


3. Tertiary - Strength Of Schedule


4. Quaternary - Player, who beats the highest ranked opponent


Example:


Tom wins against Marc with a score of 21:14. The difference between their victory 
points is 7, hence Tom will get 14 points in the Secondary and Marc will get 6 
points. 

Victory Points Difference Points Winner Points Loser

1-2 11 9

3-4 12 8

5-6 13 7

7-8 14 6

9-10 15 5

11-12 16 4

13-14 17 3

15-16 18 2

17-18 19 1

19-20 20 0
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Time Management & Chess Clocks 
You have 3 hours of time per round. After the time is up, you have 15min to come 
to a result and submit your result to the TO-Team. If you were not able to figure out 
a result, the match will be noted down as a Draw. 


Chess clocks will be provided for table 1 to 10 from Round 3 onwards and are 
mandatory to be used on these tables.


On all other tables chess clocks are not mandatory, but can be used if one of the 
players wants to use one. If so, the player has to provide a chess clock, which is 
then mandatory to be used by both players.


If you play with a chess clock and you run out of time, you are only allowed to 
make save rolls, roll priority and attack with melee weapons of models that are in 
range of attacking, nothing else.


House Rules & FAQ 
You can find all House Rules and our FAQ on our Raccoon Rumble Website via the 
following link:


https://raccoonrumble.de/index.php/rules/


It will be constantly updated, so it is always worth a look.
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